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Sedimentary rocks contain a unique record of the evolution of the Earth system.

Deciphering this record requires a robust understanding of the identity, origin,

composition, and post-depositional history of individual constituents.

Petrographic analysis informed by Scanning Electron Microscope - Energy

Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) mineral mapping can reveal the mineral

identity, morphology and petrological context of each imaged grain, making it a

valuable tool in the Earth Scientist’s analytical arsenal. Recent technological

developments, including quantitative deconvolution of mixed-phase spectra

(producing “mixels”), now allow rapid quantitative SEM-EDS-based analysis of a

broad range of sedimentary rocks, including the previously troublesome fine-

grained lithologies that comprise most of the sedimentary record. Here, we test

the reliability and preferred mineral mapping work flow of a modern Field-

Emission scanning electron microscope equipped with the Thermofisher

Scientific Maps Mineralogy mineral mapping system, focusing on mud/

siltstones and calcareous shales. We demonstrate that SEM-EDS mineral

mapping that implements 1) a strict error minimization spectral matching

approach and 2) spectral deconvolution to produce ‘mixels’ for mixed-phase

X-ray volumes can robustly identify individual grains and produce quantitative

mineralogical data sets comparable to conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD)

analysis (R2 > 0.95). The correlation between SEM-EDS and XRD-derived

mineralogy is influenced by mineral abundance, processing modes and

mapped area characteristics. Minerals with higher abundance (>10 wt%)

show better correlation, likely the result of increased uncertainty for XRD

quantification of low-abundance phases. Automated spectral deconvolution

to produce ‘mixels’ greatly reduces the proportion of unclassified pixels,

especially in the fine-grained fraction, ultimately improving mineral

identification and quantification. Mapping of larger areas benefits bulk

mineralogy analysis, while customized area size and shape allows high-
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resolution in situ mineralogical analysis. Finally, we review SEM-EDS-based

mineral mapping applications in the Earth Sciences, via case studies illustrating

1) approaches for the quantitative differentiation of variousmineral components

including detrital (allogenic), syndepositional (authigenic) and burial diagenetic

phases, 2) the origin and significance of lamination, 3) the effectiveness and

appropriateness of sequential leaching in geochemical studies, and 4) the utility

of mineral maps to identify target grains within specific petrological contexts for

in situ geochemical or geochronological analysis.

KEYWORDS

SEM-EDS mineral mapping, sedimentary records, fine-grained rocks, petrographic
analyses, Earth system

1 Introduction

The sedimentary archive preserves a key record of the

evolution of the biosphere and the Earth’s surficial processes

(Davies et al., 2020). A range of physical and chemical processes

acting on geological materials result in the alteration,

decomposition and neoformation of sedimentary constituents.

Therefore, any given sedimentary rock is potentially comprised

of components of varying origin, composition and age. These

components may record the complex histories of sedimentary

rocks and the materials from which they derive, starting with

protolith emplacement and continuing through weathering,

erosion, transportation (re)deposition and diagenesis. For

example, detrital particles in sedimentary rocks originated

from physical weathering processes can record a signal of

provenance, weathering regime and depositional process

(Velde and Meunier, 2008). Authigenic phases may precipitate

contemporaneously with the deposition of this detrital material

or during early diagenesis. Together with contemporaneous

biological archives such as (micro)fossils, these detrital and

authigenic sedimentary constituents record climatic and

hydrodynamic conditions, water chemistry and temporal

changes in the biosphere. Combining these records allows for

detailed paleoenvironmental reconstruction via a range of

biological, sedimentological, mineralogical and geochemical

proxies (Chamley, 1989; Bristow et al., 2009; Flügel and

Munnecke, 2010). However, post-depositional processes,

which include burial or meteoric diagenesis, hydrothermal

activity and varying grades of metamorphism may alter the

sediment and the proxy records it contains (Day-Stirrat et al.,

2010; Arvidson and Morse, 2014; Rafiei and Kennedy, 2019;

Skinner et al., 2019; Frank et al., 2020; Abbott et al., 2022). Once

re-exposed at the Earth surface, these partially overprinted

sedimentary rocks are subjected to erosion and alteration,

starting a new round of weathering and rock recycling. In

summary, while sedimentary rocks provide an invaluable

window into the temporal evolution of conditions across

Earth’s surface, post-depositional alteration may obscure the

identity, origin, and fidelity of sedimentary constituents.

Suitable approaches for determining primary, unaltered

sedimentary components are thus key for recognizing

environmentally relevant sediment-hosted signatures.

A wide range of petrographic, mineralogical, geochemical

andmodelling tools and approaches exist which may be deployed

to address issues of the temporal evolution on Earth’s surface

evolution (Moore and Reynolds, 1989; Xiao et al., 2010; Lerman

and Clauer, 2014; Li and Schoonmaker, 2014; Cui et al., 2018;

Llovet, 2019; Frank et al., 2020; Abbott et al., 2022). Amongst

these, automated scanning electron microscope (SEM) energy

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mineral mapping technology

(Gottlieb et al., 2000; Gu, 2003; Kotula et al., 2003; Grauch

et al., 2008; Schulz et al., 2020) is a relatively unknown and

currently underutilized, but potentially ground-breaking tool.

The coupling of X-ray spectroscopic mineral identification with

high resolution SEM imaging provides petrographic and textural

information about sedimentary rocks with which the origin and

geological significance of each individual grain can theoretically

be inferred (Rafiei and Kennedy, 2019; Rafiei et al., 2020). In

addition, automation allows the scanning of large, representative

areas by stitching together individual images and EDS datasets

collected on smaller sample segments to achieve the required

resolution (Grauch et al., 2008). This ultimately allows the

production of sample images in which high-resolution visual

details are complemented by a mineralogy layer identifying the

nature of each imaged grain (Figure 1). This new approach is far

more efficient than manual SEM imaging with EDS point

analysis of individual grains, potentially allowing a

fundamentally distinct, quantitative approach to sedimentary

petrography (e.g., Rafiei et al., 2020). In addition, the large-

scale images and compositional maps created greatly facilitate the

targeting of individual grains in particular petrographic contexts

at the micro-scale for detailed follow-up analysis via an

increasing array of in situ or solution (micro-drilled)

geochemical, isotopic and geochronology analytical tools

(Hennekam et al., 2015; Sosa-Montes de Oca et al., 2018;

Redaa et al., 2021; Redaa et al., 2022; Subarkah et al., 2022).

Although increasingly used to probe fundamental but

otherwise intractable questions in the Earth Sciences (Pirrie

et al., 2004; Hoal et al., 2009; Rollinson et al., 2011; Anderson

et al., 2014; Vermeesch et al., 2017; Abbott et al., 2019; Rafiei and
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Kennedy, 2019; Rafiei et al., 2020; Schulz et al., 2020; Abbott et al.,

2022), major limitations including the perceived lack of

quantitative data and mineral misidentification have

hampered the broader application of SEM-EDS mineral

mapping (Johnson et al., 2015; Spaleta et al., 2020). This

problem is particularly pertinent for fine-grained samples,

defined here as mudrocks, including siltstone, mudstone and

shale. These fine-grained rocks constitute the primary archive of

information regarding Earth system change through time

(Bristow et al., 2009; Bristow et al., 2012; Ilgen et al., 2017;

Rafiei and Kennedy, 2019; Wei and Algeo, 2020a). Mineral

identification relies on comparison of measured EDS spectra

with synthetic spectra or standard spectra obtained from well

characterized mineral specimens and is affected by the quality of

both themeasured spectra and data processing. Spectral quality is

controlled by the condition of the specimen (e.g., surface

roughness) as well as the operation of the EDS system

(Newbury and Ritchie, 2013; Schulz et al., 2020) while the

data processing relies on complete spectral or phase databases

as well as suitable software tools, mineral identification protocols,

FIGURE 1
Mineral mapping workflow, from collection of sample overview BSE image to classification of an individual EDS spectrum. Scale bars represent
10 mm in (A–D), 100 μm in (E–H), 10 μm in (I,J). Minerals identified and mapped include Qtz, quartz; Fsp, feldspar; Sme: smectite, Chl, chlorite; I,
illite; I/S, illite-smectite mixed-layer; Cal, calcite; Dol, dolomite; Ank, ankerite; Ms, muscovite; Ap, apatite; Py, pyrite; Rt, rutile. (A)Nav-Cam photo of
the multi-sample stage allowing automated analysis of up to eight samples; (B) zoomed In Nav-Cam image of sample Qlk7, the orange
rectangle shows the area selected for collection of a BSE overview scan; (C) stitched BSE overview image of sample Qlk7. The green box outlines a
single BSE tile (1 mm× 1 mm, ~ 0.5 µm pixel resolution), the overview image comprise 21 × 17 individual tiles stitched into a single image; (D) the blue
rectangles identify the position of two ROIs selected for higher resolution BSE imaging and mineral mapping (i.e., collection of EDS spectra at 2 µm
spacing) (E–F) stitched BSE images of ROIs one and two from (D), which are comprised of 13 × 12 and 12 × 15 individual tiles respectively. The light
green boxes outline a single BSE tile (100 μm × 100 μm, ~50 nm pixel resolution). These tiles are smaller than the tiles in (C) and (D) resulting in far
better resolution (G,H) false-colour SEM-EDS-based mineral maps overlaid on BSE images of ROIs 1 (G) and 2 (H), showing mineral proportions.
ROI1 contains more quartz and less dolomite or apatite than ROI2, which is also evident in their respective mineral maps; White boxes indicate areas
further zoomed in for i and j. (I–J) Zoomed in images showing texture, grain morphology and phase associations (K) an example of a classified,
mixed-phase EDS spectrum for intergrown quartz and apatite from the indicated white point on (J).
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and researcher discretion. Although previous studies comparing

automated SEM-EDS mineralogy with quantitative XRD obtain

broad agreement, discrepancies have been reported, especially for

clay minerals and other fine grained components (Ayling et al.,

2012). Such discrepancies can largely be attributed to the data

processing limitations of traditional SEM-EDS mineral mapping,

whereby the presence of mixed phases or multiple minerals with

similar elemental composition (e.g., solid solutions) result in

misidentification or no classification at all (Schulz et al., 2020).

These problematic scenarios are typical of fine-grained

lithologies, where mixed EDS spectra arise from the presence

of multiple mineral constituents in the X-ray generating volume

such as when the dimensions of individual grains are commonly

smaller than the X-ray generating volume beneath the electron

beam (Spaleta et al., 2020), or at mineral boundaries (Ayling

et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2015).

While all SEM-EDS processing techniques have a way of

dealing with mixed pixels, most require the creation of

multiple, tightly defined mixed phases, a time intensive

process that requires a high degree of analyst expertise and

is particularly challenging for fine-grained, clay-bearing

lithologies. For example, traditional SEM-EDS mineral

mapping systems such as Qemscan® assign a single mineral

to each pixel (EDS spectrum) during data processing, and then

apply user-defined multidimensional compositional fields to

identify specific mineral phases, including mixed phases

(Ayling et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2020). This approach

allows identification and quantification of simple, coarse-

grained geological samples if the composition of the

mineral phases present within a pixel are different enough

that their compositional fields do not intersect, but remains

difficult for fine-grained or clay-bearing rocks, such that SEM-

EDS mineral mapping is rarely applied to mudstones or

siltstones. Newer data processing approaches allow a

mineral to be identified by computing an error score

relative to a spectral reference for each mineral. The

algorithm chooses the mineral that minimizes the error

score, eliminating much of the potential user introduced

uncertainty. This approach also allows for the interpolation

between end-points in a solid solution and it can be used to

distinguish the relative proportion of multiple minerals within

a pixel; such as when the pixel falls on the boundary of

minerals grains or incorporates multiple smaller grains and

thus produce mixed spectra. This “mixel” approach provides a

new, automated way to deal with mixed phases and improve

mineral identification and quantification in SEM-EDS mineral

mapping, particularly for fine-grained lithologies.

Here we test the use ofMapsMineralogy andNanomin®, a novel
SEM-EDS mineral mapping system developed by Thermofisher

Scientific (formerly FEI Company), to investigate sedimentary rocks

with a large proportion of fine-grained minerals. We show that data

processing approaches which incorporate deconvolution of mixed

X-ray spectra largely avoid mineral misidentification. This accuracy

opens up a much greater proportion of the geological record to this

technique. We discuss the advantages and limitations of SEM-EDS

mineral mapping versus conventional XRD techniques for

generating quantitative mineralogical data. We also explore the

impact of region of interest (ROI) selection protocol (i.e., area

and shape) for accurate “bulk” mineralogical quantification in

homogeneous versus heterogeneous samples demonstrating that

the selection of the sample area to be mapped is a critical step in

the use of automated SEM-EDS mineral mapping tools. We explore

and assess the novel capabilities of advanced SEM-EDS mineral

mapping in addressing otherwise intractable problems in the Earth

Sciences, illustrated using several case studies. These include 1)

approaches for the quantitative differentiation of mineral

components of detrital (physical versus chemical weathering),

syndepositional (authigenic) and burial diagenetic origin, 2) the

origin and significance of lamination, 3) a new approach for

evaluating the effectiveness of sequential leaching in geochemical

studies, and 4) the utilization of mineral maps to target specific

mineral phases for in situ geochemical or geochronological analysis.

2 Samples and methods

2.1 Samples

We evaluate the performance of SEM-EDS-based mineral

identification and quantification by comparison to XRD-derived

quantitative data, and by checking that grains identified in SEM-

EDS match with grain outlines and characteristic mineral

morphologies in backscatter electron (BSE) images. For these

comparisons, 16 fine-grained rock samples were selected from

the shale interbeds of the second member of the Ediacaran

Doushantuo Formation at two different sites in the Yangtze

Gorges Area, South China (Han et al., 2022): 1) the Sixi Section

(30°45′25.8″ N, 110°55′51.0″ E) and; 2) the Qinglinkou Section

(30°48′0.2″ N, 110°55′18.5″ E), which together include one black

shale, 10 dolomitic shales and five shaly dolostones

(Supplementary Table S1). A complementary dataset was

obtained from Enorama Shale (Cryogenian Umbertana

Group), Brachina Formation (Ediacaran Wilpena Group) and

Bunyeroo Formation (Ediacaran Wilpena Group), which crop

out within Brachina Gorge, central Flinders Ranges (South

Australia; Rafiei et al., 2020). These locations include six finely

laminated siliciclastic mudstones to siltstones (Rafiei et al., 2020)

and span the Global Stratotype Section and Point (GSSP) for the

Ediacaran Period. These two sets of samples are both

sedimentary archives close to the boundary between

Precambrian and Cambrian, documenting major

environmental changes in Earth history. This combined

sample set covers the majority of fine-grain lithologies found

at the Earth surface, and provides good examples to understand

detrital versus authigenic mineral assemblages (Rafiei et al.,

2020).
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2.2 SEM-EDS mineral mapping

Sample blocks with a 1–2 cm2 surface were cut perpendicular

to the bedding plane and prepared as 30 mm diameter resin

mounts with the cross section exposed. The resin mounts were

polished by standard mechanical polishing techniques and

subsequently ion milled using a Hitachi IM4000 Argon Ion

Mill (15 min, 12° beam incident angle, 5 kV accelerating

voltage and continuous sample rotation) to remove remaining

surface damage. The specimens were then carbon coated for

subsequent SEM imaging and mineral mapping.

The SEM imaging and SEM-EDS mineral mapping were

carried out using a FEI Teneo LoVac field emission instrument

equipped with dual Bruker XFlash 6/30 EDS detectors. Whole-

of-sample (overview) BSE image tile sets (12 mm working

distance; 15 kV accelerating voltage) were obtained and

stitched using the Maps Mineralogy software (version 3.1).

These overview BSE images were used to identify

representative sample areas for optimal ROI placement. High-

resolution BSE images (100 nm pixel resolution) and EDS spectra

(1–2 µm step size/pixel resolution, 8 ms acquisition time,

3,000–6,000 counts per pixel) were subsequently collected for

each ROI (Figure 1). One to two ROIs were analyzed per sample

(20 ROIs over 16 samples), with ROI size ranging between

0.08 and 9.19 mm2 (Table 2; see Section 3.3). EDS spectra

were classified using the Nanomin software (version 3.18),

where mineral identification is achieved by comparison of

individual EDS spectra to reference spectra collected on

known mineral standards (Abbott et al., 2019; Frank et al.,

2020; Rafiei et al., 2020). A full list of minerals included in

the “mineral recipe” used for classification and the measurement

parameters are given in Supplementary Table S2; the mineral list

was informed by independent XRD-based mineral

characterization of the samples. Mineral concentrations

(reported as wt%) in the mapped areas are determined by

converting the mineral area % to wt% using published

densities for all identified sample constituents.

The Nanomin algorithm classifies individually measured

EDS spectra by computing an error score relative to a subset

of mineral reference spectra stored in a reference library

(organized in user-defined “mineral recipes”), with the

resulting classification being the mineral that incurs the lowest

error score. Importantly, the algorithm can deconvolve mixed

EDS spectra and assign up to three minerals per analyzed single

spot (producing “mixels”), explicitly recognizing and resolving

complex mineral mixtures that occur in the electron-beam

excitation volume of a typical fine-grained material. Together

with the implementation of “mixels”, the implementation of an

error minimization-based classification with a strict goodness of

fit cutoff (90% by default) has the potential to significantly

improve mineral identification and quantification compared to

previous generations of SEM-EDS mineral mapping tools, whilst

requiring substantially less analyst input.

We evaluate the quality of mineralogy data from SEM-EDS

mineral mapping by comparison to quantitative XRD results (see

Section 3.2). To this end, we calculate the residual between

mineral abundances obtained from SEM-EDS mineral

mapping and XRD analysis [wt% (Residual) = wt% (SEM-

EDS mineral mapping) - wt% (XRD)]. To determine the

impact of spectral deconvolution allowing multiple minerals

to be distinguished in each analytical volume, we process each

dataset using both: 1) the three minerals per pixel (“mixel”) and

2) the one mineral pixel mode, and subsequently compared the

results for each sample (see Section 3.3). To explore optimal ROI

selection (see Section 3.4), sub-ROIs of varying size (~5 mm2 and

smaller) and geometry are placed on two samples that represent a

homogenous lithology (SX22_1) and a heterogenous, laminated

lithology (Qlk 6).

2.3 X-ray diffraction

Subsamples for XRD analysis were cut next to the mineral

mapping subsamples, crushed to powder in a Rock Labs

RM100 Disc Mill and micronized (1–5 μm size range) with

ethanol (Kleeberg et al., 2008) for 5 minutes in a McCrone

mill with corundum beads. Samples were then oven dried and

homogenized, before back loading into 23 mm stainless steel

sample holders for analysis. XRD patterns spanning 3.5°–95° 2θ
were collected using a Malvern Panalytical Aeris tabletop XRD

instrument (Co radiation source with 40 kV generator voltage

and 15 mA tube current, PIXcel3D-Medipix3 1×1 detector, 1/4-

inch divergence slits) with 0.022° step size and total count time of

13 min. Diffraction patterns were interpreted using the

Panalytical HighscorePlus software with the ICSD database for

phase identification, phase quantification utilized Rietveld

refinement as described in Richoz et al. (2017).

3 Results

3.1 SEM-EDS mineral mapping and XRD
analysis

SEM-EDS mineral mapping and XRD analysis show that the

Doushantuo Formation shale, dolomitic shales and dolostones

mainly consist of dolomite (0–75.3 wt%), quartz (3.8–62.6 wt%),

feldspar (0–33.1 wt%), clay minerals (4.3–34.4 wt%) and some

accessory minerals (<0.5 wt%) such as rutile and zircon (Figures

1G,H; Figure 2A). Clay minerals are the main phases in the fine

grain fraction of all samples. The dominant clay phases are

smectite (saponite), chlorite (Mg-rich; clinochlore) and

smectite-chlorite mixed-layer clay, often associated or

intergrown with each other as described in more detail in

Section 4.2. Brachina Gorge samples from Rafiei et al. (2020)

are siliciclastic siltstones to mudstones. They have similar ranges
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of quartz and feldspar as the Doushantuo Formation samples, but

with a higher clay mineral content (29–59 wt%) and only minor

carbonate content (0–6 wt%) (Figure 2D). The Brachina Gorge

samples contain a higher abundance of clastic material than the

Doushantuo Formation samples. Their clay mineral contents are

dominated by illite and chlorite with no smectite.

We evaluate the accuracy of Nanomin mineral identification

using two approaches. First, we compare the mineral boundaries

assigned by Nanomin to the mineral boundaries in co-located

BSE images. Overall, this shows good agreement, with only a few

unclassified pixels (Figures 1, 2; Table 2). The diagnostic grain

boundaries and differences in contrast identifying the diagnostic

crystal forms (e.g., dolomite, pyrite) evident in BSE images

(Figures 1, 2, 9) closely align with the boundaries defined by

SEM-EDS mineral mapping.

Secondly, we compare SEM-EDS- and XRD-based mineral

quantification. This shows a strong linear correlation (see Section

3.2) and near-identical mineral ranges (Supplementary Tables

S1,S3) except for minor minerals such as rutile and zircon,

minerals that mostly occur at concentrations beneath the

XRD detection limit (León-Reina et al., 2016).

3.2 Mineral mapping and XRD correlation

Up to eleven major mineral phases were detected both by

mineral mapping and XRD in the 16 Doushantuo Formation

samples, equating to 220 XRD and SEM-EDS mineral mapping

data points across the 20 ROIs (Figures 3A, Supplementary Table

S1). Together with the 48 previously published Brachina Gorge

data points from Rafiei et al. (2020), this comparison of SEM-

EDS and quantitative XRD data points shows a strong linear

correlation (R2 = 0.98) with the trendline falling very close to the

ideal 1:1 line (slope = 0.97) and a y-intercept that is very close to 0

(0.25; Figure 3A). The strength of this relationship at the

individual mineral level is also strong, but does show some

variation. Minerals which occur at higher abundances or

across a greater range (e.g., quartz, dolomite, feldspars, illite/

muscovite) generally display a stronger correlation between XRD

and SEM-EDS than low abundance/range minerals (e.g., pyrite,

kaolinite) (Table 1; Figures 3B–D). In general, the slope and R2 of

the trendlines are closer to 1.0 for higher abundance minerals.

Minerals present at elevated abundances (>10 wt%) have R2

values larger than 0.85 and slopes between 0.8 and 1.2, while

less abundant minerals comprising <10 wt% (mostly <5 wt%,

except 6 wt% for hematite) show lower R2 values or scatter away

from the theoretical 1:1 line (Figures 3B–D).

3.3 Impact ofmulti-phase pixels vs. single-
phase pixels

To evaluate the effectiveness of the multi-phase approach,

which produce “mixels” to deal with mixed phases, we

reprocessed the same dataset allowing only one mineral to be

identified per pixel and compared it with the results presented in

Section 3.2 (which featured mixels with up to three minerals per

pixel). Our results show that an average of 28.6% of each ROI

remains unclassified when processed using the single pixel mode,

reflecting the abundance of mixed phases in the X-ray generating

volume across major parts of these fine-grained samples. The

strict error (goodness of fit) cut-off we use (90% spectral match)

FIGURE 2
Representative mineral maps of the Doushantuo Formation (A–C) and Brachina Gorge (D–F) samples, overlaid on BSE images. Scale bars in (A)
and (D) represent 100 μm; scale bars on zoomed in regions of interest (B,C,E,F) represent 10 μm. See Figure 1 for mineral legend details. Samples
from the Doushantuo Formation are more calcareous and contain finer clay minerals, while the Enorama Shale is more siliceous and contains larger
clay and mica flakes with discrete grain boundaries and cleavage.
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means that these mixed signals are not matched to any single

mineral reference spectra. Consistent with this, most unclassified

pixels are on the boundaries of minerals and within the fine-grain

fraction (Figure 4). In contrast, where the data is processed

permitting a maximum of three minerals per pixel “mixel”

mode, the average unclassified area of each ROI is only 1.1%

(Table 2), a reduction by more than one order of magnitude.

Surprisingly, the dataset processed using the single pixel

mode still shows a strong correlation between SEM-EDS

mineral mapping and XRD results (R2 = 0.94,

Supplementary Table S3). This is because the conversion of

mineral area% to mineral wt% involves the normalization of

total mineral areal abundances to 100 wt%. While this step

corrects to some degree for the high proportion of unclassified

pixels, close inspection of our results shows that this

normalization also masks systematic errors associated with

the single pixel mode. Importantly, there is significantly

more scatter away from the 1:1 line than in the three

mineral “mixel” mode (compare Figure 3A versus

Figure 5A). As a result, the mean residual between mineral

mapping and XRD mineralogy for the one mineral per pixel

mode is 2.5 times larger than in the “mixel” mode (residuals of

2.3% compared to 0.9% respectively). Furthermore, not all

minerals are impacted to the same degree by this correction.

The abundance of coarser grained minerals such as fine sand to

silt size quartz, feldspar and dolomite is systematically

overestimated in the one-pixel mode, showing trendlines

with slopes larger than 1, whereas fine-grained components

FIGURE 3
Correlation between mineral abundance independently determined by quantitative XRD versus SEM-EDS mineral mapping. (A), Cross plot of
XRDmineralogy (x-axis) and SEM-EDS mineral mapping mineralogy (y-axis). Blue points represent data from this study. Dark blue crosses represent
data points from four ROI (SX2_1, Qlk7_2, SX9_1, SX 14—see Section 4.1). Empty orange points represent data from Rafiei et al. (2020). (B), Cross plot
of mineral abundance range (max-min; x-axis) versus slope and R2 values (y axis). Blue filled circles represent slope values and orange filled
triangles represent R2 values. Minerals with ranges >10 wt% show a consistently stronger correlation between mineral abundances obtained from
SEM-EDS mineral mapping and XRD analysis. (C), Cross plot of XRD mineralogy (x-axis) and SEM-EDS mineral mapping mineralogy (y-axis) for
individual mineral types. Strong correlation overall is evident, but minerals present at less than 10 wt% across all samples show weaker correlations
between XRD and SEM-EDS mineral mapping. (D), zoomed in plot of panel (C) from 0 to 20%.
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are systematically underestimated with slopes consistently

lower than 1 (e.g., slope is 0.76 for smectite; Figure 5B,

Table 3). This pattern reflects the tendency of coarse-grained

material to produce “pure” or single-phase X-ray spectra,

except at grain boundaries, whereas fine-grained materials

are more consistently associated with other fine-grained

mineral components and hence more likely to produce

mixed-phase X-ray spectra that remain “unclassified” (unless

the spectral deconvolution of the “mixel” mode is employed).

In summary, the large reduction in unclassified pixels and

better match to bulk XRD shows that the automated spectral

deconvolution of “mixel” mode accurately and effectively deals

with mixed phases. This approach has the advantage of being a

universally applicable, mathematical error minimization

approach which does not require active user input or

definition of bespoke mixed phases.

3.4 SEM-EDS mineralogy from ROIs in
different sizes and geometry

Our results demonstrate that SEM-EDS mineral mapping

can accurately identify individual mineral grains and, in

aggregate, produce quantitative mineralogical data

consistent with that obtained by bulk sample XRD analysis.

However, given that samples can be texturally and

mineralogically heterogenous, appropriate ROI placement

and geometry is key for obtaining reproducible bulk

mineralogical data from SEM-EDS mineral mapping. We

explore this here by comparing the impact of ROI

placement and ROI size on bulk mineral results obtained

for two very different samples: the first sample is relatively

homogeneous (SX22_1; Figure 6), the other sample is

laminated with major micro-scale textural and

mineralogical variability (Qlk6; Figure 6). Both samples

show good correlation between mineral mapping results

and quantitative XRD results when using large ROIs

(~5 mm2) placed to ensure they are representative of the

TABLE 1 Equations and R2 values of trend lines in Figures 3C,D.

Mineral XRD wt% range Equations
and R2 values

Dolomite 0–73.6 y=0.9668x-1.1901 R2=0.98

Quartz 8.1–65.4 y=0.9564x-0.8178 R2=0.94

Illite 0–45 y=1.1046x-0.1024 R2 = 1.00

Smectite 0–31 y=0.9543x+1.1483 R2=0.90

Plagioclase 0.9–24.0 y=0.8818x+0.2848 R2=0.95

Orthoclase 0.4–16.6 y=1.0025x+0.6501 R2=0.94

Muscovite 0–16 y = 1.0709x-0.0321 R2 = 0.96

Apatite 0–15.5 y=0.8855x+0.5275 R2=0.91

Chlorite 0–14.3 y=0.9769x+0.5226 R2 = 0.88

Ankerite 0–4.8 y = 0.6781x + 0.6391 R2 = 0.60

Pyrite 0–4.6 y = 0.8347x + 0.6154 R2 = 0.68

Kaolinite 0–6 y = 0.8846x + 0.2692 R2 = 0.64

Hematite 0–4 y = 1.64x + 0.28 R2 = 0.86

FIGURE 4
Comparison of one mineral per pixel versus three minerals per “mixel”modes reveals 27-fold greater proportion of unclassified pixels in single
mineral per pixel mode. Scale bars represent 50 μm in (A,B) and 10 μm in (C,D). Yellow shading indicates unclassified areas. BSE image of SX22 with
mineral map overlay showing unclassified area for (A) one mineral mode and (B) three minerals mode. (C,D) are zoom in images of red squares in
(A,B) respectively. Unclassified pixels are concentrated in the fine-grained matrix and at boundaries of larger grains.
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overall sample, with residuals consistently below 3 wt%

(average <1 wt%).

“We divided larger ROIs of both samples” larger ROIs into

2 (~2.5 mm2), 4 (~1.3 mm2), 8 (~0.6 mm2), 16 (~0.3 mm2) and

32 (~0.15 mm2) equal-sized sub-ROIs (Figure 6). Comparison

of SEM-EDS-based mineralogical data from the smaller sub-

ROIs with XRD results shows that the greatest differences in

mineral abundances between the two methods occurs with

SEM-EDS-based mineralogy data obtained from the smallest

sub-ROIs (Figure 6). While the average and median difference

in SEM-EDS-based mineral abundance across all sub-ROIs

versus XRD data only increases slightly with decreased sub-

ROI size, the frequency and magnitude of outliers increases

substantially with decreasing ROI size (Figure 6),

demonstrating the importance of adequate ROI size for

producing reproducible quantitative mineralogy from SEM-

EDS mineral mapping even in relatively homogeneous

samples.

TABLE 2 Unclassified proportion obtained from one mineral mode
versus three minerals mode.

Region of interest Measurement
(area%)

Area (mm2)

1 (%) 3

Qlk10 27.86 1.49% 6.11

Qlk16 25.13 2.30% 5.42

Qlk3 3.04 1.53% 4.32

Qlk6 23.71 1.30% 5.56

Qlk7_1 22.55 0.94% 1.27

Qlk7_2 32.71 0.16% 1.46

SX12 29.38 2.10% 4.94

SX13 19.26 0.50% 1.69

SX14 30.75 0.49% 1.78

SX18 35.62 2.61% 0.97

SX2_2 33.65 0.47% 1.14

SX22_1 43.57 0.42% 5.03

SX22_2 44.81 1.46% 0.08

SX24 27.20 0.58% 1.37

SX2_1 33.68 0.52% 2.46

SX3 27.30 0.66% 1.17

SX4 24.65 1.18% 9.19

SX5 23.71 1.28% 0.89

SX9_1 33.31 0.18% 5.94

SX9_2 29.62 0.78% 0.14

average 28.58 1.05% 3.05

1 SD 8.9 0.7% 2.54

The bold values are average (the second last row) and standard deviation (the last row)

of unclassified area (The measurement column) and ROI area (The area column).

FIGURE 5
Comparison of XRD versus SEM-EDSmineral mapping (onemineral per pixel mode) shows significantly increased scatter away from the 1:1 line
compared to the threeminerals per “mixel”mode, and slopes for individual minerals that are significantly different to 1. (A) All data points, N = 220; (B)
Data points of five major minerals (average wt% > 5%) N = 100.

TABLE 3 Equations and R2 values of trend lines shown in Figure 5.

Mineral wt% range Equations
and R2 values

All (Figure 5A) 0–82.1 y = 1.0566x - 0.4852 R2 = 0.9395

Quartz 4.4–63.1 y = 1.0494x + 4.2715 R2 = 0.8761

Plagioclase 0–18.5 y = 1.1489x + 1.165 R2 = 0.8066

Orthoclase 0–19.5 y = 1.0979x − 0.0432 R2 = 0.927

Dolomite 0–82.1 y = 1.0788x − 1.9353 R2 = 0.9452

Smectite 0–26 y = 0.7643x − 1.2899 R2 = 0.7628
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In addition to the size of the sub-ROI, the shape and

alignment of the sub-ROI also impacts on the agreement

between SEM-EDS mineralogy and XRD mineralogy as

measured by the residuals. The discrepancy between SEM-

EDS and XRD mineral abundances is higher and more

variable for the laminated sample Qlk6 when the sub-ROIs

are divided as a grid than when the sub-ROIs are arranged as

columns perpendicular to bedding (Figure 6). The residual values

of Qlk6_1 in the gridded sub-ROIs range from 0 to 17.8 wt% and

have averages from 1.2 wt% (whole study region) to 2.6 wt%

(32 sub ROIs), which is much higher than for the homogeneous

sample SX22_1 (0–7.17 wt%, averaging from 0.7 to 0.9 wt%). In

contrast, when we use sub-ROIs that are arranged as columns for

the laminated sample SX22 (Figure 6C), we find the residuals are

similar between Qlk6 and SX22, ranging from 0 to 9.4% with

averages from 1.2% (whole study region) to 1.4% (32 sub-ROIs

for each sample).

We stress that the greater residuals (i.e., differences between

SEM-EDS- and XRD-derived mineralogy) for the gridded ROI

pattern versus the column ROI pattern does not reflect incorrect

SEM-EDS-based mineralogy results within the gridded ROIs.

Instead, the larger residuals reflect grid ROI geometry, size and

positioning resulting in the mapped area being compositionally

different to the average composition of the bulk sample for

vertically heterogeneous samples. Indeed, one of the major

advantages of SEM-EDS mineral mapping is the ability to

target specific regions of the sample, for example to identify

mineralogical differences between adjacent laminae or beds,

something which cannot be accessed using bulk mineralogical

techniques which only return average sample values. We discuss

potential applications of this advantage in Section 4.2.3.

4 Discussion

4.1 Reliability of bulk mineralogy
determined by SEM-EDS mineral mapping

The strong linear correlation between quantitative bulk

mineralogy obtained via powder XRD analysis versus SEM-

FIGURE 6
Box plots of mineral mapping-XRD residual for a homogeneous and a heterogenous sample highlighting the increasing difference and reduced
reproducibility between bulk sample XRD composition and SEM-EDSmineral composition with decreasing ROI size. wt% (Residual) = wt% (SEM-EDS
mineral mapping) - wt% (XRD). (A) Box plot of mineral mapping-XRD residual for homogeneous sample SX22_1 and mineral map overview image at
50% transparency. (B,C) Box plot of SEM-EDSmineral mapping-XRD residual for laminated sample Qlk6 ROI1 andmineral map overview image
at 50% transparency with gridded ROIs (B) and columnar ROIs perpendicular to bedding (C). ROIs organized as vertical columns (C) provided results
more consistent with bulk mineralogy for samples with significant compositional heterogeneity (e.g., mineralogically distinct laminae).
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EDS mineral mapping demonstrates the accuracy of SEM-EDS

mineral identification and quantification, both for fine-grained

calcareous (N = 220, R2 = 0.98) and siliciclastic (N = 48, R2 = 0.98)

sedimentary sequences (Figure 3A). This is further supported by

the consistent agreement between mineral and grain boundaries

observed in BSE images and EDS-based mineral maps (Figures 1,

2, 9). This confirms that the next-generation SEM-EDS

techniques implementing the “mixel” approach are able to

accurately deconvolve the mixed-phase X-ray volumes that are

characteristic of fine-grained lithologies and along grain

boundaries, with minimal analyst input or sample-specific

modification, representing a major advance over traditional

SEM-EDS mineral mapping approaches (Ayling et al., 2012;

Johnson et al., 2015; Schulz et al., 2020). However, while the

Nanomin® data reduction algorithm removes much of the

manual data processing burden, and therefore limits user

introduced error compared to earlier SEM-EDS mineral

mapping technologies, this new and improved approach has

key points that must be considered, which are highlighted below.

1. Our results show that accurate quantitative SEM–EDS derived
“bulk” mineralogical data requires careful ROI placement on
representative sample sections and consideration of optimal ROI
size and geometry. This point highlights the advantages of whole-of
sample BSE overview images to informROI placement (Section 3.4).

Notable outliers (Figure 3A), where data points fall away from the

one to one trend line, are confined to four of the twenty ROIs:

SX2_1, Qlk7_2, SX9_1 and SX14 (Figure 3A). Three of these ROIs

(SX2_1, Qlk7_2 and SX9_1) were specifically placed to characterize

areas that are compositionally unusual by comparison to the rest of

the sample (i.e., sample regions distinct to the sample average,

Figures 1G,H), therefore we would not expected them to fall along

the 1:1 trend which is defined by the bulk composition of the

samples. By contrast, additional ROIs measured on these three

samples specifically positioned to characterize a representative

“average” portion of the sample do plot along the 1:1 line (not

outliers). Sample SX14 is the sole exception. However, hand sample

and SEM inspection of this dolomitic shale shows it to be highly

heterogeneous, with compositionally variable laminae as well as

irregularly distributed early diagenetic silica cements (silica nodules)

and quartz veins. We therefore attribute the outlier data points from

this sample to extreme sample heterogeneity, resulting in genuine

compositional differences between the SEM-EDS and bulk XRD

sample aliquots even after careful ROI placement.

2. The agreement between SEM–EDS mineral mapping and XRD
mineralogy is affected by the amount of amineral present.Overall,
minerals with high abundances demonstrate a better agreement

between the two methods. This is, at least in part, due to the

difference between SEM-EDS and XRD detection and

quantification limits. The XRD detection limit is around 0.5%

for crystalline phases (quartz, rutile, etc.) but may increase for

poorly crystalline phases or mixed-layer clay minerals (smectite,

I-S, etc.), and only contents higher than 1.0 wt% may yield

analyses with relative errors lower than 20% (León-Reina

et al., 2016), although this error assignment is heavily phase

dependent. Nevertheless, XRD-based quantification of minerals

present at less than 5 wt% is heavily impacted by the uncertainty

while those with proportions exceeding 10% are less likely to be

significantly impacted. SEM-EDS mineral mapping, by contrast,

can better identify and quantify minor mineral phases compared

to XRD, provided that the mapped ROI area in sufficiently large

to obtain a robust measurement.

3. Agreement between SEM-EDS versus XRDmineral quantification
is dependent on the design and use of “mineral recipes” for spectral
classification that are appropriate for the sample suite being
studied. The mineral list available to the Nanomin mineral

identification algorithm (i.e., the user-defined “mineral recipe”

used for classification of a particular sample set) is a subset of a

much larger mineral reference list in the spectral library. In the

original implementation of MapsMineralogy/Nanomin, it had been

hoped that a reference list of ~4,000 minerals could be used to

analyze any geological sample without requiring additional

constraints. However, given that there are many minerals that

are compositionally very similar (e.g., compositionally identical

polymorphs such as quartz and opal or pyrite vs. marcasite; or

hydrous vs. anhydrous minerals such as gypsum and anhydrite or

hematite vs. goethite which cannot be distinguished as EDS cannot

measure H content; or compositionally similar minerals such as

muscovite and illite), it proved impossible to differentiate them all

reliably using SEM-EDS mineral mapping. Thus, the use of

unconstrained mineral lists commonly introduces unrealistic

answers, resulting in the erroneous identification of minerals that

are not present in a particular sample (i.e., false positives). A user-

defined subset of the larger reference list (“mineral recipe”) is

therefore used for spectral classification. When designing these

mineral recipes, it is important to consider the geological context

of the sample suite and hence the mineral phases likely present. To

minimize the risk of false positives we further recommend that

“mineral recipe” design be informed by independent qualitative

mineralogical characterization (e.g., by XRD analysis) of a subset of

samples for each new project. This is particularly relevant where

accurate mineral identification is important, such as specific

polytypes, mineral polymorphism or interstratified phases.

4. The ability to assign multiple phases per “mixel” can result in
overinterpretation of the results and requires caution. Let us
consider for instance a pixel at the boundary between a pyrite

(FeS2) grain and a calcite (CaCO3) grain. An inexperienced user

will not notice the error when the boundary is classified as

gypsum (CaSO4) in cases when the pixel is far enough away

from the pyrite grain for the contribution of the Fe peak to fall

near background levels, but the S peak is still large enough to be

observed. At the same time, the Ca peak from calcite is quite
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large, so the mathematical minimum error is found to be

gypsum. There are tuning parameters available in the

classification process to try to prevent this error and favor

geological sensible solutions rather than strictly the

mathematical minimum, but the existence of such tuning

parameters does re-introduce a degree of operator

dependence. To reduce potential overinterpretation, users can

check the overlying BSE images which can help to rule out

overprinted results by comparison to petrographic features.

4.2 Applications of SEM-EDS mineral
mapping in Earth system science

The Nanomin® SEM-EDS mineral mapping tool presented

here facilitates detailed petrographic characterization of fine-

grained clastic and carbonate rocks. This represents a

fundamental advance, potentially permitting a new approach

to a wide range of basic questions in the Earth Sciences that have

previously remained difficult to address, as illustrated in the

following case studies. We have chosen these examples with the

aim of illustrating a broad range of novel applications, and hope

to encourage broader uptake of sedimentary petrography as a

versatile, complementary tool in the Earth scientist’s arsenal.

4.2.1 Distinguishing authigenic versus detrital
origins of clays to decipher paleodepositional
conditions

Authigenic minerals are sensitive recorders of

paleoenvironmental conditions (Singer, 1980; López-Quirós

et al., 2019; Baldermann et al., 2020; Gebregiorgis et al., 2020),

with the consumption or release of various elements and their

isotopes during authigenic mineral formation further serving

as an important control on elemental budgets at the Earth’s

surface (Abbott et al., 2019; Baldermann et al., 2022). Marine

reverse weathering, i.e., the precipitation of authigenic clays

from seawater or from pore-water during early diagenesis, is

particularly important in this context. Not only is authigenic

clay composition sensitive to fluid composition and pH (Tosca

et al., 2011; Baldermann et al., 2017, 2013), offering a means to

reconstruct the evolution of seawater chemistry over time

(Turchyn and DePaolo, 2019; Strauss and Tosca, 2020;

Baldermann et al., 2022) and Reverse weathering may have

been a primary regulator of marine pH and atmospheric pCO2

during much of Earth’s history (Isson and Planavsky, 2018;

Krissansen-Totton and Catling, 2020; Kalderon-Asael et al.,

2021), given that authigenic clay formation was presumably

favored in the Precambrian ocean due to elevated seawater Si

and Fe concentrations relative to the Phanerozoic (Conley

et al., 2017). However, the difficulty of distinguishing and

quantifying clay minerals of authigenic versus detrital versus

burial diagenetic origin using conventional approaches (see

Rafiei et al., 2020) means that marine authigenic clays are

rarely identified except in instances where they form

macroscopic pellets or concretions, such as glauconite

grains or celadonite vesicles in oceanic basalts (e.g., Tang

et al., 2017; Strauss and Tosca 2020; Baldermann et al., 2022).

Consequently, important hypotheses regarding the evolution

of seawater and atmospheric composition, including links to

the global carbon and silica cycles (Isson and Planavsky, 2018;

Kalderon-Asael et al., 2021), which predict secular changes in

the authigenic clay content of the marine sedimentary record,

have remained largely untestable. Petrographic analysis

powered by high resolution automated SEM-EDS mineral

mapping, as presented in this study, can address many of

these problems, given that authigenic clays preserve

distinctive petrographic features which allows their

identification and quantification (Figure 7).

We use the Ediacaran Doushantuo Formation of South

China as an example to explore these possibilities. The

Doushantuo Formation represents a key record for

understanding the evolution of eukaryotic life because it

contains an abundance of well-preserved fossils, including

candidates for the earliest metazoan life (Yin et al., 2016). Yet,

to date, the environmental setting in which this important

evolutionary step occurred remains disputed. The occurrence

of saponite, a trioctahedral Mg-rich clay mineral that forms in

a narrow range of environmental settings (Akbulut and Kadir,

2003; Bristow et al., 2009; Baldermann et al., 2014; Pozo and

Calvo, 2018), at the center of the dispute. The presence of

saponite in the second member of the Doushantuo Formation

has been argued to require an alkaline lake or restricted

marine depositional setting (Bristow et al., 2009), assuming

that the saponite is of authigenic origin and hence recording

local water chemistry. However, if the saponite is of detrital

origin, originating as a terrestrial weathering product of

mafic-ultramafic bedrock in the sediment source area as

argued by others, then the Doushantuo Formation may

have been deposited in an open marine setting (Huang

et al., 2013). This ambiguity of the origin of the saponite

highlights a fundamental limitation of previous studies: their

reliance on bulk mineralogical and indirect geochemical

techniques, both of which are unable to discriminate

between detrital and authigenic saponite. But now with

petrographic analysis informed by SEM-EDS mineral

mapping it is possible to identify clay morphology,

distribution and phase associations, and thus provide

robust, semi-quantitative evidence of clay origin. Individual

Doushantuo saponite crystals exhibits curvy, sheet-like, and

fragile morphologies, typical of authigenic clays, and are

concentrated in wavy laminae or pore-filling domains

(Figures 1G–J, Figures 2A–C, Figure 7; Han et al., 2022).

Saponite domains are affected by compaction,

demonstrating a syndepositional origin (i.e., authigenic or

detrital). The thin, fragile nature of the saponite clay particles

means that they are unlikely to survive erosion and riverine
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transport, unlike the larger detrital clays which show discrete

grain boundaries, more angular morphologies, and clear

cleavage. Moreover, most saponite domains are free of

detrital phases, indicating that saponite was not transported

and deposited with other detrital grains (Figure 7). Most

importantly, individual saponite particles show random

orientation within larger aggregate grains and have diffuse

contacts with neighboring grains and pore space;

characteristics indicative of an early diagenetic, pre-

compaction origin. We are thus able to conclude that the

saponite is of syndepositional authigenic origin, and the

extent of clay authigenesis in the Doushantuo is illustrated

by the fact that authigenic saponite comprises ~70% of the clay

fraction, on average (Han et al., 2022). Furthermore, since

saponite precipitation requires elevated Mg and Si (OH)4
concentrations, these observations suggest that the

Doushantou Formation was deposited in a restricted and

mildly evaporitic lagoonal setting, meaning that the

Doushantuo biota did not evolve under normal open

marine conditions (Bristow et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2011;

Han et al., 2022). This type of approach promises to identify

the changing abundance of, and environmental controls on,

marine clay authigenesis and reverse weathering over time.

4.2.2 Differentiating clays of detrital versus burial
diagenetic origin to constrain the evolution of
the continental weathering regime

Superimposed on tectonically and climatically driven

cyclical changes in weathering intensity (Frings, 2019) the

step-wise greening of the continents via the evolution of

microbial mats, fungi, lichen and ultimately land plants has

long been thought to have driven a secular change to the

continental weathering regime (Algeo et al., 2001; Kennedy

et al., 2006; Lenton and Daines, 2017; McMahon and Davies,

2018). This is challenged by conventional bulk mineralogy and

geochemistry that suggest that the composition of sedimentary

sequences has remained largely unchanged since the emergence

of the first continents (Tosca et al., 2010; Wei and Algeo, 2020b;

FIGURE 7
Representative petrographic images of authigenic and detrital clay minerals. Scale bars represent 10 μm. Mineral false colors are the same as in
Figure 2 (A–G) are samples from the Doushantuo Formation. h is a sample from the Enorama Shale. (A) Wavy laminae of authigenic smectite
(saponite, partially chloritized). Individual particles in wavy laminae display mostly bedding-parallel orientation, due to compaction; individual
laminae are largely free of detrital grains, indicating they are not transported together with detrital fraction; (B) pore-filling chloritized saponite
with individual particles showing random orientation due to sheltering from compaction. (C) Smectite intragranular pore-fill in feldspar. Feldspar
helps to resist compaction so that smectite is randomly oriented; (D) fine-grained authigenic illite curved by compaction, showing distinct texture
against detrital illite in (H); (E) authigenic talc concretion with individual particles randomly oriented; (F) detrital chlorite with discrete grain boundary
and clear cleavage; (G) muscovite grains embedded in authigenic saponite; (H) detrital illite associated with other detrital minerals of similar size.
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Lipp et al., 2021). A key limitation of bulk rock characterization

approaches is their inability to differentiate sedimentary

constituents that are products of weathering versus those

arising from post-depositional alteration. This is particularly

problematic given increasing evidence of extensive post-

depositional, subsurface hydrolysis (“weathering”; Milliken,

2003), likely occurring under “wet” open-system conditions

(Day-Stirrat et al., 2010) and producing similar mineral

assemblages and geochemical signatures to those associated

with terrestrial chemical weathering (Rafiei and Kennedy,

2019).

A petrographic approach utilizing SEM-EDS mineral

mapping, by contrast, permits the quantitative

differentiation of primary detrital phases versus secondary

burial-alteration phases, as well as an assessment of the

original “pre-alteration” sediment composition (as

diagenetic phases commonly retain unaltered residues of

precursor phases). Recent studies have used such an

approach to investigate the Proterozoic continental

weathering record. Black shales of the Mesoproterozoic

Velkerri Formation, deposited in the McArthur Basin (NT,

Australia), have been reported to exhibit key characteristics

often ascribed to settings with intense chemical weathering

(elevated proportions of kaolinite and illite but low feldspar,

high Al2O3, Rafiei and Kennedy, 2019). Petrographic and

geochemical analysis informed by SEM-EDS mineral

mapping, however, demonstrates that these properties are

associated with burial alteration of phases such as feldspar

and mica, producing clay-rich mineral assemblages that are

not representative of the original detrital composition.

Instead of recording intense weathering prior to ultimate

sediment deposition, the petrographically reconstructed

detrital mineralogy shows only a minor clay content,

indicating limited chemical weathering at this stage of the

Mesoproterozoic but a high degree of post-depositional

(burial diagenetic) overprinting (Rafiei and Kennedy,

2019). Similar results are obtained for mudrocks of the

South Australian Enorama Shale (Cryogenian, 720 to

635 Ma) and Brachina Formation (lower Ediacaran), which

are shown to be chemically immature and dominated by the

products of physical weathering during the Ediacaran

(Figure 8) with SEM-EDS petrographic techniques used to

correct for the impact of burial diagenetic alteration (Rafiei

et al., 2020). However, a sharp increase in pedogenic clay

content (~20%) in the mid-Ediacaran Bunyeroo Formation

documents a shift from dominantly physical weathering to

chemical weathering (Figure 8), potentially related to a

hypothesized expansion of biotic soils during the

Ediacaran Period (Kennedy et al., 2006; Knauth and

Kennedy, 2009). These examples demonstrate the

importance of incorporating a petrographic component in

clay mineralogy and geochemical-proxy-based

reconstructions of palaeoweathering conditions.

4.2.3 The compositional variation and
paleoenvironmental significance of shale
laminae

Finely laminated, fine-grained sequences such as shales are

commonly viewed as compositionally invariant. Despite

laminations being a readily recognized and widely reported

sedimentary feature important for interpreting depositional

environments, subsurface fluid flow and reservoir properties

as well as telling geological time. The compositional variation

defining laminae is rarely documented, despite (O’Brien, 1996).

SEM-EDS mineral mapping allows mineralogical variation to be

determined and quantified at the sub-laminae scale, providing

constraints on the causes and consequences of the high frequency

paleoenvironmental or hydrodynamic/depositional variability

recorded by laminae. We examine two examples to illustrate this.

4.2.3.1 Stuart Range Fm

The geological record identifies a strong bias toward organic

carbon (OC) rich shales accumulating during greenhouse periods

and OC that is intimately associated with fine-grained,

chemically mature sediments. Permo-Carboniferous marine

sediments in the Arckaringa Basin of Southern Australia,

however, are an exception with anomalously high OC

concentration of up to 11% total OC occurring within

mineralogically immature siltstones that were deposited in

deep, marine fjords in a proglacial setting (Debenham, 2015).

SEM-EDS spot analyses and mineral mapping reveal an

association between OC-rich laminae and high sulphur

concentrations, occurring both bound to OC and in the form

of framboidal pyrite. Pyrite and OM rich laminae alternate with

organic poor laminae featuring abundant calcium manganese

carbonate minerals (kutnohorite) at sub-mm scales (Figure 9). By

analogy to Quaternary deposits of the Baltic Sea (Burke and

Kemp, 2002), these couplets are likely to identify the seasonal

oscillation of water column redox conditions. Pyrite deposition

indicates local bottom-water or pore water euxinia whereas

freshening results in precipitation of dissolved Mn as oxides

which settle to the seafloor and ultimately convert into

kuthnohorite. OC and pyrite enrichment can therefore be

attributed to stratification in the ancient fjord, leading to H2S

build up followed by mixing and bottom-water ventilation in

response to seasonal temperature change. The reducing

conditions of the fjord provided a chemical trap for Mn and S

from seawater sulfate, with excess dissolved sulphur in the water

column and sediment pores promoting the preservation of labile

organic matter. By contrast, OC in kutnohorite rich laminae is

mainly refractory terrigenous OC, consistent with limited

preservation of labile marine OC due to improved bottom-

water ventilation.

4.2.3.2 Laminated Eocene Bohai Bay Basin black shale

Variably alternating laminae of detrital silicates, OM, calcite,

Mg-carbonate and apatite in the late Eocene black shales of the
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Bohai Bay basin, China, identified by SEM-EDS mineral

mapping, record seasonal to decadal scale changes in

continental runoff, phytoplankton production, water column

stratification and microbial reworking of OC (Xu et al., 2020,

Figure 10). SEM-EDS-based mineralogical and petrographic

characterization, coupled with mm-scale organic geochemical

analysis of the Bohai Bay shales identified strong correlations

between multiple organic geochemical parameters related to

water body conditions and bacterial activity, the dolomite/

calcite ratio of a given shale micro-layer, and the TOC

content. These observations highlight the extent to which OC

sequestration in lacustrine settings may be impacted by decadal

or seasonal scale changes to water column stratification and

photic zone euxinia.

In these examples, SEM-EDS mineral mapping enabled

systematic and quantitative petrographic characterization

which revealed that certain, apparently mundane, organic-rich

fine-grained sediments are in fact markedly heterogeneous. The

micron-scale, high resolution characterization of individual

laminae provides detailed information of mineral texture and

association which may help better constrain sediment origin.

Automatic scans of large areas, in contrast, provide a contextual

background and help distinguish laminae of different types, and

their vertical alternating sets which record dynamic depositional

environments and seasonal to annual climatic variability. These

can then guide further high resolution or in situ geochemical

analysis.

4.2.4 Informing interpretations of geochemical
proxy-based paleoclimate records

A wide range of elemental and isotopic proxies have been

developed in an effort to deduce paleoclimatic and

paleoceanographic change (e.g., proxies aimed at

constraining marine redox conditions, ocean circulation, ice

volume, phytoplankton productivity and organic carbon

burial). Understanding the sedimentary phase or phases

that host chemical signatures is critical to the

interpretation of these records. In order to obtain

meaningful environmental signals with which to

reconstruct the local ocean conditions through time,

signatures must be hosted within authigenic phases (e.g.,

carbonate cement, phosphate beds, foraminiferal shells, Fe-

Mn oxyhydroxides) and analytical methods need to target

these specific phases to avoid “contamination”. However,

FIGURE 8
Representative petrographic images of the Cryogenian Enorama Shale (A) and the mid Ediacaran Bunyeroo Formation (B). Scale bars represent
20 μm. Minerals in Enorama Shale are mostly products of physical weathering (e.g., (sub)angular quartz and feldspar; coarse chlorite flakes), while
minerals in Bunyeroo Formation show distinct features of pedogenic origin (e.g., patches of fine, randomly oriented illitic clays), arguing to intense
chemical weathering. The enhanced chemical weathering from Cryogenian to mid Ediacaran could be mediated by expansion of terrestrial
biomass during the Ediacaran Period (Rafiei et al., 2020).
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isotopic analytical techniques largely rely on operationally

defined recovery methods such as sequential leaching to infer

the target phase rather than direct observation (Du et al., 2016;

Abbott et al., 2019; Horner et al., 2021). We explore the

importance of constraining the context of geochemical

records by considering two recent studies which combined

SEM-EDS mineral mapping with traditional sediment

leaching.

4.2.4.1 Identifying the primary host phase of neodymium

in marine sediments

Neodymium (Nd) isotopes are widely used to reconstruct

ocean circulation in the Earth’s past (Frank et al., 2002;

Wilson et al., 2013; Homoky et al., 2016; Skinner et al.,

2019; Abbott et al., 2022). Nd isotopes are thought to be

quasi-conservative in the ocean, and because the residence

time of Nd is less than typical ocean mixing times, Nd isotopes

are regularly employed as a water mass tracer (e.g., Rutberg

et al., 2000; Frank et al., 2002; Bayon et al., 2004). The Nd

isotope signature of bottom water is then recorded in the

sediments via authigenic biogenic components including

foraminifera and fish debris, and within authigenic mostly

abiogenic phases such as Fe-Mn oxy (hydr)oxides or

phosphates (e.g., Elmore et al., 2011; Tachikawa et al.,

2017). While the foraminifera and fish debris can be easily

isolated and cleaned, the fine mineral precipitates require

sequential leaching with indicators such as Fe/Al or Nd/Fe

ratios often used to evaluate the success of the extraction

protocol (Du et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2019). Potential issues

with leaching include the dissolution of non-target phases and

redistribution through secondary precipitation (Wilson et al.,

2013; Homoky et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2019; Abbott et al.,

2022). Using SEM-EDS mineral mapping, Abbott et al. (2019)

showed that the authigenic Fe or Mn oxyhydroxide phases,

widely assumed to be the primary sedimentary host phase for

Nd isotopes, are not sufficiently abundant to account for the

high Nd concentrations recovered from leaching. Iron in these

sediments was instead largely associated with clay minerals

including Fe-smectite, glauconite and chlorite. A clay mineral

role in the benthic Nd cycle suggests that early diagenetic

influences on any primary seawater Nd signature

incorporated into the sediments may be significant and

must be considered when interpreting such records.

FIGURE 9
Representative petrographic images of laminated Permo-
Carboniferous black shale from the Arckaringa Basin. Scale bars
represent 50 μm in (A) and 10 μm in (B–D). Sub-millimetre
laminae record seasonal oscillations in water column redox
conditions, consistent with a periglacial, silled basin depositional
setting. The occurrence of kutnohorite represents a return from
periodical oxygenation to anoxic condition, finally resulting in the
deposition of laminae rich in organic matter and framboidal pyrite
under fully anoxic conditions. Importantly, these samples did not
show evidence for compositional variation or lamination in hand
sample, highlighting the commonly erroneous assumption that
mudrocks are homogeneous and compositionally invariant.

FIGURE 10
Representative petrographic images of laminated Eocene
black shale in Bohai Bay Basin. Scale bars represent 500 μm in (A)
and 100 μm in (B,C). (A) Overview image of laminated shale; (B)
calcite laminae associated with OM rich laminae; (C) OM-
poor clay laminae with dolomitic laminae. Laminae with different
mineralogy host distinct organic geochemical features which
cannot be recognized from bulk analysis.
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4.2.4.2 Isolating the “authigenic” chromium fraction in

black shales

The chromium (Cr) isotopic signature recovered from

marine authigenic phases is increasingly used as a proxy for

Earth surface redox conditions, yet at present there is no

standard, verified technique for extracting “authigenic” Cr

from siliciclastic sedimentary materials. Frank et al. (2020)

used SEM-EDS mineral mapping and step-wise sediment

leaching on Cambrian- and Ediacaran-aged black shales to

examine which sedimentary phases sequential leaching for

Cr isotope analyses were targeting. As with Nd, Cr in

authigenic phases is assumed to represent a primary

seawater signature, but unintentional dissolution of

detrital Cr-bearing phases can compromise this pristine

marine signature. Using SEM-EDS mineral mapping to

image the leach residue after each step of leaching to

identify which phases were being targeted (Figure 11),

Frank et al. (2020) found that the majority of the Cr in

the analyzed shales were hosted in the silicate fraction. The

SEM-EDS mineral mapping also allowed them to confirm

that the authigenic phosphates and carbonates could be

isolated with sequential leaching, demonstrating that the

similarity between the Cr isotopic signature of the

authigenic phases and the detrital Cr isotopic signature

was not just a consequence of the leach targeting an

unintentional (detrital) phase (Frank et al., 2020). This

finding suggests that authigenic phases experience

diagenetic overprinting of the primary seawater signature,

so that siliciclastic sediments may only rarely preserve a

primary marine Cr signature, consistent with recent similar

results for other isotope systems (Abbott et al., 2022).

4.2.5 Characterization of glauconite origin,
purity and burial alteration prior to in situ Rb-Sr
dating

Wider application of in situ geochemical approaches such as

core scanning XRF (providing continuous mm-resolution records

up to 10s of meters long; Croudace and Rothwell, 2015; Falster

et al., 2018) or µm-scale in in-situ laser-ablation mass

spectrometric analyses of individual grains or sediment laminae

(Jilbert and Slomp, 2013; Sosa-Montes de Oca et al., 2020)

increasingly provide paleoenvironmental records at the

centennial to seasonal scale. When combined with SEM-EDS

mineral mapping, these approaches promise to reveal the

drivers and rate of environmental change, as well as previously

unavailable constraints on the extent of high-frequency, high-

amplitude environmental variability (see also Section 4.2.3).

Placing these findings into a robust temporal framework

requires radiometric dating of sedimentary sequences. A major

advance in this context is the in situ, microscale application of beta-

decay geochronometers such as Rb-Sr, K-Ca, Lu-Hf, and Re-Os.

Recent developments in reaction cell mass spectrometry now allow

parent-daughter isobaric overlaps to be resolved online, when

coupled to laser ablation this technology permits in situ dating

of individual grains or phases in their petrogenetic context (Zack

and Hogmalm, 2016; Hogmalm et al., 2017; Redaa et al., 2021;

Simpson et al., 2021; Scheiblhofer et al., 2022; Subarkah et al.,

2022). This major advance provides simple, rapid, and low-cost

alternative approaches to constraining the depositional age of

sedimentary sequences where well-preserved, contaminant-free,

unaltered authigenic phases (e.g., glauconite, illite, apatite, pyrite)

of sufficient size are present. This means that petrographic

characterization and screening of samples and target grains

FIGURE 11
Representative petrographic images of step leaching products for Cr isotope analysis. Scale bars represent 20 μm. In addition to the mineral
legend on the right, key minerals are labeled: barite (Brt), calcite (Cal), apatite (Ap), feldspar (Fs), pyrite (Py), illite (I), and chlorite (Chl). (A) Pre-leach
material; (B) same sample after a 0.5 MHCl leachwhich visibly removed the highly reactivemineral phases, e.g., carbonates and phosphates; (C) after
an additional 6 M HCl leach which dissolved moderately reactive mineral phases e.g., clay minerals; (D) following a third leach with HF that
dissolved the bulk of silicate minerals; (E) after a fourth leach of Aqua Regia that dissolved any remaining mineral phases, but contributed to
secondary barite precipitation. The visual results helped to check the target phases for geochemical analysis, confirming the separation of detrital
and authigenic phases. The bright mineral in (E) is barite, which is very bright in the BSE image making the purple false color overlay almost invisible.
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prior to in situ analysis is key for obtaining geologically meaningful

results.

SEM-EDS mineral mapping can potentially play a role here,

providing the information required to identify unaltered suitable

grains of the target phase, as well as a BSE and mineral map which

facilitates laser targeting. We illustrate this here using the recent

work which focuses on in situ Rb-Sr dating of seemingly pristine vs.

diagenetically modified (i.e., illitized) glauconite (Löhr et al., 2021).

Glauconite, an authigenic clay commonly found in marine

sediments, presents as mm-scale pellets, and has long been a

target phase for Rb-Sr and K-Ar geochronology. Since glauconite

is prone to burial alteration which can impact Rb-Sr systematics and

consequently any obtained ages, the targeted grains must be well

preserved and free of impurities (Scheiblhofer et al., 2022). SEM-

EDS mineral mapping has been used to identify and characterize a

range of altered to well-preserved glauconite grains within exposed

lower Cambrian sedimentary sequences from the Arrowie (South

Australia) and Amadeus (Central Australia) basins, which were

subsequently targeted for in situ Rb-Sr dating (Figure 12, Löhr et al.,

2021). The results show that the presence of alteration phases such as

illite and carbonate affected the obtained in-situ Rb-Sr ages,

emphasizing the need for petrographic observation prior to in

situ Rb-Sr dating.

4.2.6 Further directions
Beyond the detailed examples outlined above, EDS mineral

mapping at high resolution offers valuable information broadly

across sedimentary petrology. For example, pores, analogously to

mineral components, can represent diverse origins, primary and

secondary, and also varying relationships with respect to the

detrital grains, inter- versus intra-granular. Placing pore

formation into the correct context of burial history is essential

to prediction and requires knowledge of the mineralogy and

paragenesis of pore walls that can only be obtained by direct

inspection at the appropriate scale (Milliken and Curtis, 2016).

The SEM-EDS information could further be assisted by other

approaches (e.g., μ/n CT methods) for 3D purposes.

Assessment of the detrital grain assemblage is another broad

area in which high-magnification study of mineralogy and fabric

allows more accurate determinations. Grain assemblage

characterization serves two main areas, one backward-looking

to the source of grains (provenance analysis; Dickinson et al.,

1983; Folk et al., 1970), the other a forward-looking approach to

predict the evolution of rock properties in the subsurface

(reservoir quality prediction; Ajdukiewicz and Lander, 2010).

The main grain types employed in both types of grain studies are

quartz (Q), feldspar (F), and lithic grains (L). For the lithic grains

(small fragments of the actual source lithologies), high-resolution

SEM-EDS mineral mapping provides rich detail that allows for

the accurate determination of grain type, even in silt-size

particles (e.g., Milliken et al., 2019, 2017).

5 Conclusion

This study demonstrates that with multiple mineral

identification per pixel to produce “mixels”, SEM-EDS mineral

mapping and quantification produces quantitative level in situ

FIGURE 12
Representative petrographic images of glauconite-bearing, dolomitized sandstones from the lower Cambrian Tempe Formation in the
Amadeus Basin for in situ Rb-Sr dating. Scale bars represent 100 μm. (A) A 1.8 × 0.8 mm overview image of sample H41; (B) glauconite grains with
dolomite and illite inclusions; (C) glauconite grain with apatite and illite inclusions; (D) glauconite grain with illite inclusions. The mineral mapping
visualize impurities of the targeted mineral, which can guide the sample selection for Rb-Sr dating and inform the data interpretation.
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mineralogy data comparable to conventional XRD quantification

while retaining the visible petrographic information provided by

high resolution SEM images. Additionally, SEM-EDS mineral

mapping can detect minor components in abundances below the

detection limit for XRD. However, collecting representative

results is still user dependent, with the selection of the ROI

particularly important. We show that an area of 1 mm2 is an ideal

ROI for obtaining the representative bulk mineralogy of fine-

grained samples. The analysis of smaller areas provided less

accurate quantitative results. The orientation of these ROIs is

also important, with a column-like ROIs aligned perpendicular to

the bedding best suited for bulk mineralogy (equivalent to XRD).

However, a row-like ROI aligned parallel to the bedding is best

suited for the investigation of mineralogical variation, such as

that between laminations. Our case studies demonstrate that the

coupling of quantitative mineralogical data with high-resolution

petrographic information is a powerful tool to provide new

insights that can guide geochemical protocols and resolve

previous intractable paleoenvironmental and paleodepositional

questions in Earth Science studies.
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